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Translation initiation is on the critical pathway for the production
of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) by mammalian cells. Formation
of a closed loop structure comprised of mRNA, a number of
eukaryotic initiation factors (eIFs) and ribosomal proteins has
been proposed to aid re-initiation of translation and therefore
increase global translational efficiency. We have determined
mRNA and protein levels of the key components of the closed
loop, eIFs (eIF3a, eIF3b, eIF3c, eIF3h, eIF3i and eIF4G1),
poly(A)-binding protein (PABP) 1 and PABP-interacting protein
1 (PAIP1), across a panel of 30 recombinant mAb-producing GS-
CHOK1SV cell lines with a broad range of growth characteristics
and production levels of a model recombinant mAb. We have used
a multi-level statistical approach to investigate the relationship
between key performance indicators (cell growth and recombinant
antibody productivity) and the intracellular amounts of target
translation initiation factor proteins and the mRNAs encoding
them. We show that high-producing cell lines maintain amounts
of the translation initiation factors involved in the formation of
the closed loop mRNA, maintaining these proteins at appropriate
levels to deliver enhanced recombinant protein production. We
then utilize knowledge of the amounts of these factors to build
predictive models for and use cluster analysis to identify, high-
producing cell lines. The present study therefore defines the
translation initiation factor amounts that are associated with
highly productive recombinant GS-CHOK1SV cell lines that may
be targets for screening highly productive cell lines or to engineer
new host cell lines with the potential for enhanced recombinant
antibody productivity.
Key words: Chinese hamster ovary (CHO), monoclonal antibody,
messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) translation initiation,
predictive models, translation factors.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last 20–30 years significant increases in monoclonal
antibody (mAb) productivities from mammalian cell expression
systems have been achieved by increasing the time integral
of viable cell concentration (IVC) production rates (qP) in
the bioreactor via media development, feeding strategies and
improved bioprocesses such that productivities in the range of 5–
10 g/l and beyond have now been reported [1]. The construction
of mammalian cell lines for manufacture of mAb is a labour-
intensive process that relies heavily on selection strategies with
multiple evaluation stages to identify high-producing cell lines
early in the cell line construction process [2]. Screening strategies
for the identification of good producing antibody cell lines tend to
rely upon multiple screening throughout a cell line construction
based upon productivity measurements, but these measurements
do not always lead to the identification of the top performing
cell lines when grown in the bioreactor [2,3]. Establishment of
alternative selection criteria and/or markers that increase process
predictability are therefore required to design enhanced selection
strategies and to allow the identification of good producers at large
scale as early as feasible in the cell line construction process (e.g.
at the multi-well plate stage) [4].
An alternative to selecting high-producing variants during the
cell line construction process is to pre-engineer cell lines for
improved specific productivity or cell growth characteristics. For
example, the development of vector systems with very efficient
promoters and enhancers for transcription mean that high copy
numbers of recombinant mRNAs can be achieved in recombinant
cells lines [5,6]. However, consistently high levels of mRNAs
encoding recombinant proteins have not resulted in a consistently
improved mAb yield and systems biology modelling studies have
identified limitations upon mRNA translation in high-producing
cell lines [5,7,8]. As mRNA translation is on the critical pathway
for recombinant protein production from cells [5,9] and is a
tightly regulated process in this pathway, this is perhaps not
surprising.
Within the process of translation, which is generally considered
to consist of initiation, elongation, termination and recycling,
initiation of mRNA translation is a key control point, directly
influencing cell growth and protein synthesis [10] and requiring
the co-ordination of numerous initiation factors, some of which
are themselves comprised of multiple subunits. In addition to
their specific roles in translation initiation, a number of the
initiation factors have roles outside of the initiation complex
and dysregulation of particular eukaryotic initiation factors (eIFs)
has been shown to result in malignant transformation [10]. The
largest scaffolding protein in the mammalian translation initiation
complex is eIF3, which comprises 13 individual subunits [11].
The eIF3 scaffold interacts with the trimeric eIF4F complex
Abbreviations: 5′-TOP, 5′-terminal oligopyrimidine tract; eIF, eukaryotic initiation factor; IVC, time integral of viable cell concentration; mAb, monoclonal
antibody; PABP, poly(A)-binding protein; PAIP1, PABP-interacting protein 1; PCA, principal component analysis; PLS, partial least squares; qP, production
rates; RMSE, root-mean-squared error.
1 Correspondence may be addressed to either of these authors (email e.j.hargreaves@kent.ac.uk or c.m.smales@kent.ac.uk).
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to control assembly of the 40S ribosomal subunit on to 5′-
capped mRNAs and therefore is essential in the rate-limiting
assembly of the initiation complex during translation initiation
[12]. Overexpression of five of the eIF3 subunits, eIF3a, -3b, -3c,
-3h and -3i, has been shown to result in malignant transformation
[13]. Cell lines overexpressing these subunits exhibit a number
of oncogenic phenotypes that may be of advantage in cell
lines intended for industrial production including, but not
limited to, decreased doubling times, increased clonogenicity and
viability, attenuated apoptosis, anchorage-independent growth
and stimulation of initiation and global protein synthesis rates
[13]. Furthermore, eukaryotic translation initiation factor eIF3i
has a central role in directing cell growth and proliferation upon
mild cold stress and subsequent recovery and in directing global
mRNA translation [14]. Mild cold-stress is often used during
fermentation for the production of recombinant biotherapeutic
proteins produced from mammalian cells [15].
In its role as a scaffold protein, eIF3 is proposed to be central to
circularization of mRNAs or the closed loop model of translation
initiation [16,17]. The closed loop model proposes the interaction
of the 5′- and 3′-ends of the mRNA via a bridging mechanism
mediated by a number of proteins, including several translation
initiation factors [18]. It has been proposed and largely accepted
that this circularization of mRNA enhances translation rates by
enhanced recycling of ribosomes [19] and/or by ensuring eIF4F
remains tethered to the mRNA and does not have to be re-recruited
from the free eIF4F pool for every round of translation initiation
[18]. The core bridge of the closed loop is formed between the
5′-cap, eIF4F (composed of eIF4A, eIF4E and eIF4G), eIF3,
poly(A)-binding protein (PABP)-interacting protein 1 (PAIP1),
PABP1 and the poly(A) tail.
In view of the importance of translation initiation in
controlling protein synthesis and hence cell proliferation rates
and recombinant protein synthesis, a number of approaches have
been taken to manipulate specific translation initiation factors
with the goal of increasing recombinant protein yield [20,21].
However, to date there has been no detailed study to identify
if in an industrial cell line construction process amounts of
the translation initiation factors correlate with key performance
indicators such as the IVC and qP. In the present study, we report
on the profiling of a panel of GS-CHOK1SV recombinant cell
lines engineered to express a model mAb (previously generated
and reported in [2]) for the amounts of key translation initiation
factors and determine how these relate to qP and IVC. We show
that all high-producing cell lines maintain the amounts of the
translation initiation factors involved in the formation of
the closed loop mRNA at appropriate levels to deliver enhanced
recombinant protein production. The amounts of these factors can
be used to build predictive models for high-producing cell lines,
therefore defining the translation initiation factor amounts that are




Materials were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich unless otherwise
indicated below.
Methods
Generation of samples for Western blot (protein) and qRT (quantitative reverse
transcriptase)-PCR (mRNA) analysis
From 175 cell lines constructed and progressed through all the
assessment stages of a typical cell line construction strategy by
Lonza Biologics [2,3], a representative panel of 30 cell lines
distributed across the productivity range of the founder panel
were selected. Cells were grown in CD (chemically defined)-CHO
(Chinese hamster ovary) medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with
25 µM L-methionine sulfoximine under batch culture conditions
in an orbital shaker at 140 rpm, 36.5 ◦C, 5% (v/v) CO2. Cells were
subjected to four routine passages prior to seeding 3× 100 ml
of cultures for each cell line in 500-ml Erlenmeyer flasks at
0.2× 106 viable cells/ml. Cell counts were performed daily using
a Vi-CELL 1.01 instrument (Beckman Coulter) to determine
total and viable cell concentrations using the Trypan Blue
dye exclusion method. Samples were taken at mid-exponential
(∼day 4) and stationary (∼day 8) growth phases for analysis.
At each sampling point, 2× 106 viable cells were collected
by centrifugation at 3000 g for 3 min, the supernatant removed
and the remaining pellet lysed in buffer RLT (Qiagen RNeasy
kit) and immediately stored at − 80 ◦C. Additionally, 1× 107
viable cells were removed, centrifuged at 3000 g for 3 min at
4 ◦C, the supernatant removed and the pellet lysed in 500 µl
of Western lysis buffer [10 mM β-glycerophosphate, 20 mM
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl and 1% (w/v) Triton X-100 with 1 mM
NaV, 50 mM NaF and 1 protease inhibitor tablet (Roche complete
mini EDTA-free 11836170001)] and immediately stored at
− 80◦C. The cell culture was terminated and supernatant material
harvested when average viability of triplicate cultures dropped
below 50% viability. At this stage, 15 ml of culture was removed,
centrifuged at 3000 g for 3 min and the supernatant removed and
stored at –80◦C.
ELISA and protein A HPLC
Sandwich ELISAs were essentially performed as previously
described [22] and absorbance read at 450 nm on a Multiskan
Ascent plate reader V1.24. Standard curve analysis was performed
in SigmaPlot version 11.0. Coefficient of variance was calculated
(%Cv = (σ /µ) × 100), using all values falling within the linear
portion of the curve and any with a %Cv > 15% were rejected.
Protein A HPLC was performed to a standard protocol [23].
RNA preparation
Cell lysates were thawed and a further 250 µl of buffer RLT
added. Samples were homogenized and RNA prepared using
the commercially available Qiagen RNeasy kit following the
animal spin cell protocol (with QIAshredder homogenization).
The concentration of total RNA in the eluent was measured
using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (ND-1000) prior to storage
at –80◦C. Genomic DNA carry-over from RNA extraction was
removed by treatment with RQ1 RNase free DNase (Promega).
Primers for qRT-PCR mRNA analysis
Primers were designed across an intron to regions of
consensus sequence using Invitrogen OligoPerfectTM Designer
(Supplementary Table S1).
qRT-PCR
qRT-PCR was carried out in a reaction volume of 20 µl in low 96-
well white plates (BioRad) using the Qiagen Quantifast SYBR
Green RT-PCR kit and gene specific primers (Supplementary
Table S1) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. qRT-PCR
reactions were run on a BioRad DNA engine using the following
programme: 50 ◦C 10 min, 95 ◦C 5 min, 40 cycles of 95 ◦C 10 s,
c© 2015 Authors; published by Portland Press Limited
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58 ◦C 30 s, plate read and followed by a melting curve 58 ◦C–
95 ◦C, read every 0.5 ◦C, hold 1 s. Crossing point, comparative
Ct and melting curve analysis were undertaken using the
Opticon Monitor 3.1 software. β2m and β-actin have previously
been validated as housekeeping genes in CHO cells using
microarray analysis [24] and were used for this purpose here.
All samples were checked for the absence of DNA contaminants
and inter- and intra-plate variance was assessed. Dual
normalization to both housekeeping genes was carried out using
a method adapted from the geNorm software (http://medgen.
ugent.be/∼jvdesomp/genorm/) [25].
Western blot analysis of target proteins
Lysed samples were thawed on ice and then sonicated (MSE
Soniprep150 ultrasonic disintegrator, 16 µM peak to peak,
3× 5 s), centrifuged at 17000 g for 10 min at 4◦C and the
supernatant removed. The protein concentration was then
determined by the method of Bradford [26]. SDS/PAGE analysis
was performed using a standard protocol as described by Laemmli
[27], with 20 µg of total protein loaded/well on to either 8%
or 10% acrylamide separation gels, as appropriate to the size
of the target protein being probed. ‘Dry-blotting’ on to PVDF
membrane was performed using the iBlot dry blotting system
(Invitrogen). Wet blots (eIF4G1) were used only for transfer of
eIF4G to nitrocellulose. Membranes were blocked in 5% (w/v)
Marvel in Tris-buffered saline. Primary antibodies were sourced
as follows: Cell Signalling anti-eIF3a and anti-eIF4G1; Santa
Cruz anti-eIF3b; Sigma anti-eIF3c, anti-eIF3h and anti-β-actin;
ProteinTech group anti-eIF3i and anti-PAIP1. The anti-PABP1
antibody was a kind gift of the Dreyfuss laboratory [28]. Bound
primary antibodies were detected by chemiluminescence using
horseradish peroxidise-conjugated secondary antibodies (Dako
swine anti-rabbit, Dako rabbit anti-mouse, Santa Cruz rabbit
anti-goat) as appropriate and Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare).
Linearity of the response was established and blots within
the dynamic range of the film were scanned and densitometry
performed using the Aida Image Analyser version 4.15. Samples
on each gel were internally normalized to a control sample and
β-actin blots were used to normalize for protein loading.
Statistical analysis of data
Data were initially assessed individually by linear regression using
the Minitab 16 statistical software. Correlation of IVC, specific
production rate and final product titre with the amount of protein
and mRNA of each initiation factor were investigated with a
significance value of P  0.05. Due to the stoichiometric nature of
the eIFs in the initiation complex, some co-linearity is expected
within the responses; additionally, there are a high number
of descriptors for the number of observations and therefore a
model building approach using simple linear regression is not
appropriate. For this reason, a partial least squares (PLS) model
was applied [29]. Such a model reduces predictors to a set
of uncorrelated components and then performs least squares
regression on the components. This is a multivariate model and
hence the responses observed can vary from those observed
when applying an individual regression analysis [30]. Matlab
Statistics Toolbox built-in function plsregress was used for PLS
analysis. The analysis was performed on mean-centred and unit-
variance scaled data. The optimal number of PLS components
was determined by manually minimizing the RMSE (root-mean-
squared error) obtained by cross-validation (five groups) with
30 Monte-Carlo repetitions. The final model for qP and day 8
mRNA data was built on the whole data set (30 cell lines) and
used four PLS components. PLS analysis allows the direct relation
of predictive variables to target variables and was the model of
choice. Where PLS modelling was not successful, principal
component analysis (PCA) analysis was used. PCA analysis
was performed on data without scaling to unit variance. Matlab
Statistics Toolbox built-in function pca was used to perform
the analysis. Correlation analysis was performed using Matlab
Statistics Toolbox built-in function corr and Pearson’s linear
correlation coefficient used to examine correlations. Cell lines
were clustered using Matlab Statistics Toolbox built-in function
clusterdata to perform hierarchical clustering and a maximum
cluster value of 7 investigated for all data sets. Analysis of mRNA
data was performed using Matlab version R2010b, whereas




To determine if there was any correlation of product titre and IVC
with translation initiation factor levels, cell lines were ranked
according to harvest-product concentration [ranging from 22 to
691 mg/l (Table 1)], so that subsequently measured amounts of
translational factors could be compared with product quantity and
IVC. In order to minimize volume reduction within the culture to
<10% during sampling throughout the batch culture, it was not
possible to take supernatant samples every day and therefore a true
value of qP [3] could not be estimated. However, qP was estimated
from final product concentration and IVC values. As expected,
some minor differences in absolute concentration and ranking
position were noted between the present study and the initial
study when these cell lines were generated (result not shown) and
therefore comparisons at the batch culture scale are only drawn
from data generated during the current study. Cell samples were
taken in order to determine amount of eIF mRNA and proteins on
day 4 (exponential) and day 8 (start of decline) of batch culture
(Figure 1A).
qRT-PCR analysis of target translation initiation factor mRNA
amounts
The relationship between mRNA expression levels of each target
gene, growth and productivity of each cell line was investigated by
relative qRT-PCR analysis (Figure 2). In undertaking this analysis
we needed to consider that some eIFs have been suggested to
have roles outside of their direct role in translation initiation. In
many cases, these additional functions are not clearly defined
and would potentially result in a translation independent effect
on the response variables, therefore data were initially assessed
using linear regression (Table 2; Supplementary Figure S1).
Global translation is usually maximal during exponential growth
phase (equivalent to day 4 samples) when the requirement for
accumulation of cellular proteins is at its highest [31]. Given that
the requirement for eIFs in the process of translation initiation
is stoichiometric, a limitation upon any one of the levels of
these factors during exponential growth may result in a global
attenuation of translation initiation and potentially limit growth
rate, IVC and/or specific production rate. During the decline
phase (day 8 samples), cells experience higher levels of stress
from their environment and the extra synthetic burden of mAb
production and ultimately this may result in the attenuation of
translation via stress response pathways [32]. The ability of a cell
c© 2015 Authors; published by Portland Press Limited
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Table 1 Growth and productivity data of the 30 recombinant CHO cell lines in batch culture investigated in the present study
All data presented as mean+− S.D. Estimated specific production rate= product concentration/IVC.
Cell line Product concentration (mg/l)+− S.D. IVC (10
6 cells/ml·h)+− S.D. Estimated specific production rate (pg/ml/h)
+
− S.D.
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Figure 1 Data sampling and antibody validation
(A) Representative growth (red data points) and viability (black data points) curves, performed in triplicate for each cell line in the member panel. Arrows denote sampling points at mid-exponential
and stationary growth phases (day 4 and day 8 of culture respectively). (B) Western blots were optimized for each of the target proteins alongside control blots for the housekeeping gene β-actin.
c© 2015 Authors; published by Portland Press Limited
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Figure 2 Relative expression of target mRNAs/proteins on day 4/day 8 of culture
Expression data for each of the target mRNAs/proteins across the cell line panel. mRNA data are expressed relative to the geometric mean of independent housekeeping genes and protein data are
expressed relative to the housekeeping gene β-actin on day 4 (black) and day 8 (grey) of culture. Cell lines ranked according to estimated specific production rate [high (left) to low (right)]. Data
are expressed as mean+− S.D.
c© 2015 Authors; published by Portland Press Limited
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Table 2 Linear regression analysis of target gene mRNA/protein expression levels on day 4 and day 8 of culture
Those targets with a statistically significant correlation (P  0.05) with each of the desirable cell line characteristics are listed alongside their significance value.
Day 4 (P<0.05) Day 8 (P<0.05)
Individual linear regression Positive association Negative association Positive association Negative association
mRNA Target compared with eIF3h (R2 = 0.141)
batch culture IVC
Target compared with






























eIF3c (R2 = 0.205)
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line to respond in a controlled manner to such demands and stress
will determine how long into the decline phase global protein
synthesis and mAb production is sustained. On day 4 of the
culture, a negative association with the amount eIF3h mRNA
and IVC and a positive association of the amount of eIF4G
with specific production rate were found by linear regression.
On day 8, there were positive associations with product yield, the
strongest relationship being between eIF3b mRNA and product
concentration in harvest medium (Supplementary Figure S1).
Although informative for the purpose of assessing contributions
of the individual targets to desirable cell productivity and growth
characteristics, individual linear regression does not consider the
stoichiometric nature of the eIFs in the initiation complex. For this
reason, the data were modelled using the PLS method (Figures 3A
and 3B). On day 8, only specific production rate data resulted in
a model of satisfactory quality. The model has a coefficient of
determination R2 = 0.74 estimated on the whole set and R2CV =
0.45 obtained by cross-validation. None of the initiation factors
have a correlation coefficient of >0.9 with each other and all of
them were included in the model. The model has the following
form:
estimated specific production rate = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2
+ . . . + β8x8
where β i [i = 0, 1 (eIF3a), 2 (eIF3b), 3 (eIF3c), 4 (eIF3h), 5
(eIF3i), 6 (eIF4G1), 7 (PABP1), 8 (PAIP1) are coefficients (β0 =
–0.0170, β1 = 0.0938, β2 = 0.2317, β3 = 0.0284, β4 = − 0.2630,
β5 = 0.1212, β6 = 0.1339, β7 = 0.0206 and β8 = –0.000065)]
and xi is the qRT-PCR value for ith target gene.
Scaled coefficients (Figure 3A) illustrate the importance of
each variable in describing the modelled property; the most
important descriptors have scaled coefficients with larger absolute
values. In this model, the most important descriptor having a
negative influence on specific production rate is eIF3h. The most
important descriptors having a positive influence on specific
production rate are eIF3b > eIF3i > eIF4G1. The multi-variate
nature of this model means that responses can often vary from
individual analysis; however, in each case, the target mRNA
having the largest negative relationship with desirable parameters
was identified as eIF3h and the mRNA having the largest positive
relationship was identified as eIF3b. No successful model could
be generated using PLS for analysis of the day 4 data. Constructed
models achieved R2 values ranging between 0.2 and 0.5 with a
much lower R2CV and, as a result, correlation between predicted
and observed property values was not statistically significant.
PLS data modelling identifies parameters with the best power
to predict the modelled property; an alternative multivariate
approach to data analysis is PCA, which identifies a new set of
variables that best explain the variability in the data set
(Figures 3C, 3D, 3G and 3H). PCA models were successfully
generated for both day 4 and day 8 data sets. On day 4, four
components explain 86% of the variance of the data, with the first
principal component explaining 41% of the data variance and the
target gene mRNA level that has the highest positive contribution
to that component is eIF3c. On day 8, three components explain
81% of the variance in the data, with the first component
describing 53% of the variance and with eIF3b and eIF3c
contributing the most to this component.
The second question to be addressed by these data was whether
the amount of any of the target mRNAs is correlated with any
of the others (Figures 3E and 3F). On both day 4 and day 8,
the highest correlation between factors was between the mRNAs
encoding the functional core subunits of eIF3: eIF3b and eIF3c.
This result was not unexpected given that MS data have previously
shown that these two subunits form a key interaction between
stable modules of eIF3 [33,34].
The final question asked of the individual mRNA data sets
was whether the cell lines themselves cluster in terms of
c© 2015 Authors; published by Portland Press Limited
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Figure 3 PLS, principal component and cluster analysis of target gene mRNA data
(A) Bar chart of scaled PLS coefficients for mRNA levels of eight target genes on day 8 of culture. The model has achieved R2 = 0.74 and RMSE = 0.067 estimated on the whole set and R2CV =
0.45 and RMSECV = 0.094 obtained by cross-validation. (B) Plot of observed compared with predicted estimated specific production rate (pg/cell/h) using the PLS model. (C and D) Contribution
of individual targets to principal components on day 4 (C) and 8 (D) of culture. (E and F) Heat map of correlation analysis between pairs of target gene mRNA on day 4 (E) and 8 (F). Red blocks are
highly correlated, blue blocks have low correlation. Correlation coefficients are given for pairs of target genes where the correlation is statistically significant (P  0.05). (G and H) PCA scores plot
of principal component 1 (PC1) compared with principal component 2 (PC2) of mRNA data on day 4 (G) and 8 (H). Individual data points are coloured according to hierarchical cluster analysis and
cell line identity given for outliers and small clusters.
c© 2015 Authors; published by Portland Press Limited
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Table 3 Hierarchical cluster analysis of cell lines
Cell lines were clustered using mRNA and protein expression levels of target genes.
Cell lines in cluster
Mean product
concentration (mg/l) Mean IVC (106 cells/ml·h)
Mean estimated specific
production rate (pg/ml/h)
Day 4 mRNA 1 77 357 1182 0.3021
2 2, 24, 25, 35, 38, 40, 41, 42, 46, 48, 56,
71, 76, 97, 106, 114, 121, 124, 127,






3 75 609 1162 0.5236
4 150 392 1303 0.3008
5 33, 34 205 1447 0.1384
6 52 22 686 0.0320
Day 8 mRNA 1 150 392 1303 0.3008
2 2, 24, 25, 33, 34, 35, 38, 40, 41, 42, 46,
48, 56, 77, 97, 106, 114, 121, 124,






3 142 162 1287 0.1259
4 52 22 686 0.0320
5 76 395 936 0.4215
6 75, 71 650 1183 0.5488





2 2, 24, 34, 35, 41, 106, 114, 127, 137,






3 121 350 1165 0.3000





5 52, 77 189 934 0.1671
6 75 609 1162 0.5236
7 56 415 1395 0.2971
Day 8 protein 1 150 392 1303 0.3008
2 2, 24, 25, 33, 34, 35, 38, 40, 41, 42, 46,
48, 52, 77, 97, 106, 114, 121, 124,






3 71, 56 553 1299 0.4356
4 149 563 1332 0.4228
5 146 146 1271 0.1149
6 75 609 1162 0.5236
their intracellular amount of eIFs. On both day 4 and 8, two
clusters were identified and four singletons (Figures 3G and 3H).
Table 3 describes cluster membership and specific production
rate changes within clusters. On day 4 of culture, cell lines 33 and
34 cluster together and away from the main cluster and outliers.
There are only two cell lines within the cluster, therefore statistical
testing cannot be applied; however, cell line 34 has the highest
IVC of any of the cell lines and cell line 33 ranks six out of
30 cell lines for IVC. Each of these cell lines individually rank
in the top four highest for four out of eight of the amounts of
target gene mRNA on day 4 (cell line 33 for eIF3b, eIF3c, eIF3h
and PAIP and cell line 34 for eIF3a, eIF3c, eIF4G and PAIP),
which no other cell line achieves. However, by day 8 neither cell
line ranks in the top 3 for any of the target mRNAs and these
cell lines rank twenty-ninth and nineteenth for specific production
rate respectively.
On day 8, the two cell lines that rank highest according to
both product yield and estimated qP (cell lines 71 and 75) belong
to a separate cluster. These two cell lines stand out in terms of
their amounts of intracellular eIF-encoding mRNA; on day 8, they
rank in the top five for mRNA expression levels of all target genes
apart from eIF3a where cell line 71 but not 75 is ranked in the top
five. This clustering suggests that although individually not all
of the target genes may have a statistically-significant correlation
with specific production rate, higher amounts of the entire target
gene mRNAs is correlated with good production cell lines. The
stoichiometric requirement of eIFs in the initiation complex would
require all eIFs to be in high abundance for translation initiation
to be enhanced. These data suggest that, on day 8, rather than the
amount of any individual eIF-encoding mRNA being limiting,
there is a general requirement for sufficient amounts of mRNA of
all of the target genes.
Analysis of target translation initiation factor protein levels
Western blot analysis of the target eIF proteins (Figures 1B
and 2) was performed relative to the housekeeping gene β-
actin. There are six isoforms of eIF4G1 (a–f) ranging from
155 kDa (a) to 175 kDa (f) [35,36]. Only the longest isoform
is distinguishable from the shorter isoforms on the blots in
the present study and, therefore, data were collected for the
long isoform eIF4G1a (termed eIF4GL here) and grouped short
isoforms eIF4G1b-f (termed eIF4GS here). During apoptosis,
eIF4G1 is a specific target for cleavage by caspase-3 and
initial cleavage events generate fragments at 120 and 150 kDa
respectively. Final cleavage products termed N-FAG (fragment
(of eIF4G)) (81–110 kDa), M-FAG (76 kDa) and C-FAG (50 kDa)
arise later [37]. The total amount of cleavage product was also
analysed (termed eIF4GC here) alongside total eIF4G (eIF4GT=
eIF4GL + eIF4GS + eIF4GC). There are also two isoforms of
PAIP1 (46 kDa PAIPS and 54 kDa PAIPL), which were analysed
individually and as a total.
Initially, linear regression was applied to the Western blot data
using the same methodology as described for the mRNA data.
Notably, there were more target proteins associated with IVC on
day 4 than there were on day 8 (Table 2; Supplementary Figure
c© 2015 Authors; published by Portland Press Limited
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S1), consistent with the qRT-PCR data. However, those proteins
that were significantly associated with IVC, were different targets
to those that were significant at the mRNA level but still
were negatively associated with IVC (Table 2). Interestingly,
eIF4G1 cleavage products were negatively correlated with IVC,
suggesting that if there is any loss of fidelity of eIF4G1, then
cells are unable to grow as fast as those where eIF4G1 is intact.
PAIP1 levels were also strongly negatively correlated with IVC at
this time point. There were no negative correlations with any of
the target genes on either day with final product concentration
or specific production rate. On day 4, the intact isoforms of
eIF4G1 positively correlated with final product; however, for
specific production rate, this correlation only held true for the
long isoform of eIF4G1 and the long isoform of PAIP1. On
day eight eIF4GL, eIF4GS and eIF4GT along with PABP1
positively correlated with both final product concentration and
specific production rate. We were not able to build successful
models of the Western blot data using the PLS algorithm and,
therefore, PCA was applied to this data (Figures 4A–4D). On
day 4 and day 8, two components described 99.5% and 99.4%
of the variance in the data respectively. On each day, variance
in eIF4G1 data contributed the most to principal component
1 and variance in PAIP1 contributed the most to principal
component 2.
Correlations between the amount of mRNA encoding target
proteins gives some information as to those genes responding
to the cellular environment. Correlated protein levels provide
additional information as to the stoichiometry at which proteins
are functional, although we have not considered post-translational
modifications and the role these may play in this analysis. The
analysis is complicated at the protein level by the fact that
a number of the target genes’ activity is controlled by post-
translational modifications and that some may have a function
outside of the translation initiation complex. However, on day 4
of culture, when cells are actively growing and dividing, the most
highly correlated proteins were PABP1 and PAIP1 (Figures 4E
and 4F), which have previously been shown to have a 1:1
stoichiometry within the closed loop structure [38]. On day 8, the
second highest correlation is between eIF4G1 and PABP, which
also interact directly to aid formation of the closed loop structure
[39]. There are other statistically significant correlations as well,
of note eIF3h and eIF3b on day 4 and eIF3a with eIF4G1 on day 8.
We note that across this panel of 30 cell lines, the mRNA level of
target genes did not directly correlate with the protein level for any
of the genes investigated (see section below). Furthermore, when
looking at target levels on day 4 compared with day 8, the only
target for which there was a statistically significant correlation
(P  0.05) was eIF3h and this was true for both protein and mRNA
expression.
Cluster analysis of cell lines by target protein levels (Figures 4C
and 4D; Table 3) on day 4 did not reveal any clusters with specific
desirable traits (high IVC or high productivity), with the exception
of cell line 75, which ranked second highest by final product
concentration and estimated relative production rate and is an
outlier from the other cell lines. On day 8 of the culture, the three
top cell lines by product concentration in the harvest medium are
outliers or in the case of cell line 71 in a two cell-line cluster with
cell line 56, which itself was a top three cell line when taken to
the bioreactor in the original cell line studies [2,3].
mRNA and protein dual analysis
No statistically significant correlations were identified between
corresponding factors in the Western blot data and qPCR data
taken on day 4 or day 8, except for eIF3h. In the case of
eIF3h, correlation analysis revealed that the amount of eIF3h
mRNA on day 4 correlated to amounts on day 8 (correlation
coefficient 0.71, P  0.05), with the same holding true for the
amount of eIF3h protein (correlation coefficient 0.50, P  0.05).
No correlations for these parameters were found for the other
target genes. Identifying cell lines that cluster away from the
main group using protein and mRNA cluster analysis on day 8
resulted in identification of the top two performing cell lines (71
and 75) and one mid-table cell line (150), with cell line 75 being
an outlier in all four sub-data sets.
DISCUSSION
In the present study we have investigated the relationship between
translation initiation factor mRNA and protein amounts and
industrially desirable phenotypes, high IVC and qP, in CHO
cells using a panel of mAb producing cells lines as a model
system. Our studies show that across a large panel of cell lines of
markedly differing productivities that high producing cell lines
have finely-tuned translational machinery in a delicate balance
correlated with productivity and IVC (Figure 5). mRNA level and
translation efficiency have previously been shown to be uncoupled
for 95% of CHO genes investigated in a correlation analysis of
transcriptome and translatome data [31], an observation that holds
true for the eight translation initiation target genes investigated
in the present study. This uncoupling of mRNA and protein
expression levels can in part be attributed to miRNA-mediated
translational repression of a given mRNA upon imperfect base
pairing in the 3′-UTR [40]. Although in many cases miRNA-
mediated repression ultimately leads to mRNA decay, it has
also been shown that such repression can occur without decay
and can be reversible [41–43]. Translational control at the
level of elongation has also recently been shown to be a key
determinant that affects polypeptide amounts, a lack of control
of this regulatory step leading to tumorigenesis [44] and playing
a role in neurodegeneration [45]. Furthermore, numerous post-
translational modifications fine tune protein expression levels at
any given time in the cell, impacting on half-life, decay and
localization [46].
Recent evidence suggests the control of initiation factor
expression levels is more complex than currently appreciated, with
eIF3i identified from a SILAC (stable isotope labeling by amino
acids in cell culture) panel of >3000 proteins as the protein with
the least divergent protein expression levels in an evolutionary
context, although its mRNA levels are not nearly so tightly
controlled [47]. Despite this, the level of some of the target gene
mRNAs did have a relationship with key performance indicators
in the present study: on day 4 primarily with growth related
characteristic (IVC) and on day 8 with product concentration
related characteristics. This is perhaps not surprising as at day 4
the cells are in rapid exponential growth phase, whereas at day 8
the cells are in stationary growth phase and peak mAb production
(g/l/d) is known to occur during this phase of culture [3].
It was striking that the quantities of eIF3h mRNAs consistently
show a negative correlation with the desirable parameters (IVC
and qP) on both day 4 and 8, although the corresponding protein
did not. eIF3h and PABP1 belong to a group of mRNAs with a
5′-terminal oligopyrimidine tract (5′-TOPs) [48,49], with PABP1
being a well characterized member of this family. The 5′-TOP
motif is predominantly associated with mRNAs that encode
proteins with a role in ribosome biogenesis, such as mRNAs
for ribosomal proteins [50]. 5′-TOP mRNAs are candidates for
growth-dependent translational control and are tightly regulated
during times of nutrient deprivation [51,52]. On day 4, when eIF3h
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Figure 4 Principle component and cluster analysis of target gene protein levels
(A and B) Contribution of individual targets to principal components on day 4 (A) and 8 (B) of the culture. (C and D) PCA scores plot of PC1 compared with PC2 of protein data on day 4 (C) and 8
(D). Individual data points are coloured according to hierarchical cluster analysis and cell line identity given for outliers and small clusters. (E and F) Heat map of correlation analysis between pairs
of target gene protein levels on day 4 (E) and 8 (F). Red blocks are highly correlated, light blue blocks have low correlation, dark blue blocks have negative correlation. Correlation coefficients are
given for pairs of target genes where the correlation is statistically significant (P  0.05).
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Figure 5 Summary of statistical analyses
Schematic diagram representing statistically significant findings from each of the four data sets: (red arrow) statistically significant (P  0.05) negative association from linear regression, unless
otherwise indicated, (green arrow) statistically significant (P  0.05) positive association from linear regression unless otherwise indicated, (blue broken line) statistically significant correlation
(P  0.05) of target levels. Only strong associations where r  0.6 are identified in this schematic. (I) Integral of viable cell concentration IVC, (T) final product titre, (q) estimated specific production
rate, (L) long isoform, (S) short isoform, (T) total protein, (C) cleavage products. Where a number is given in blue, it denotes cell line number of those cell lines identified as outliers by hierarchical
cluster analysis. Black boxes highlight targets identified by PLS analysis or PCA. A number of factors were identified to contribute to four principle components by PCA analysis of mRNA data. For
clarity, only the two targets contributing most significantly to the first and second principal components are identified in this summary diagram.
mRNA levels negatively correlate with IVC related parameters,
PABP1 mRNA expression levels do not show a significant
correlation with any of the parameters; however, at this time
point PABP1 mRNA is the only mRNA other than eIF3h where
the regression coefficient with IVC is negative. Translation of
TOP mRNAs has been shown to have an eIF4E-BP mediated
hyper-dependence on mTOR and unlike other mRNAs require
eIF4G1 to anchor eIF4E to the cap for translation initiation
[49]. Overexpression of mTOR in a model mAb producing cell
line enhanced several characteristics relevant to mAb production,
including cell proliferation and specific productivity [53]. The
mechanisms by which mTOR overexpression influences such key
performance indicators are expected to be numerous and complex
but at least in part attributable to the influence the mTOR pathway
has on ribosomal protein expression via the translation of 5′-TOP
mRNAs [53,54]. Additionally, upon amino acid starvation, the
5′-TOP mRNAs are liberated from the polysomal fraction and are
re-localized in stress granules [55]. It has been shown in yeast that
the discrepancy between protein and transcript levels of highly
abundant transcripts is partly attributable to the sequestration of
abundant transcripts into storage granules, such as SG (stress
granules) and P-bodies (cytoplasmic processing bodies) [56] and
that this sequestration enhances cell viability. The true mechanism
by which 5′-TOP mRNAs are regulated remains elusive, but in
the panel of cell lines here where abundance of target mRNAs
with 5′TOP motifs is negatively correlated to key performance
indicators we speculate that poor producing cell lines are unable
to respond to nutrient deprivation and growth limitations in the
same way as high producing cell lines, resulting in a dysregulation
of 5′-TOP mRNA levels.
The present study focused on investigating translation initiation
factors within the closed loop complex. In a previous study that
determined global absolute protein copy numbers in exponentially
growing mouse NIH3T3 cells, including for the eight targets of
the present study, eIF4G1 had significantly lower copy numbers
than any of the other seven target proteins and third lowest of the
43 initiation factors detected, with only eIF4G3 and eIF4H having
lower copy numbers [57]. We found that at the protein level
total expression of intact eIF4G1 strongly positively correlates
with desirable cell parameters, with cleaved eIF4G1 strongly
negatively correlating. Low copy numbers of eIF4G1 in the cell
indicate it would be a limiting factor in the formation of the closed
loop structure and, therefore, our data suggest that cell lines with
higher eIF4G1 levels are able to better initiate translation and
exhibit increased productivity. Additionally, the dependence of 5′-
TOP mRNAs on eIF4G1 to anchor eIF4E to the cap for efficient
translation would mean that those cells with increased eIF4G1
are better able to translate such mRNAs and hence synthesize the
target proteins required for the translational machinery. PAIP1
was also identified by PCA analysis as being the second most
important target protein of those investigated in the present study
and, in the NIH3T3 copy number analysis [57], this was the second
least abundant of the targets investigated, again suggesting PAIP1
may be limiting in the formation of the closed loop structure.
Within the initiation factor eIF3 complex all 13 subunits are at
unit stoichiometry with three stable complexes [eIF3(c:d:e:l:k),
eIF3(f:h:m) and eIF3(a:b:i:g)]. Interactions between eIF3b:c and
eIF3c:h link these stable subunits [34]. With the exception of day
8 mRNA, correlation analysis revealed few strong correlations
between target eIF3 gene expression levels; however, at the
mRNA level, eIF3b:c were strongly correlated at both time points,
indicating a co-regulation of these crucial eIF3 subunits at the
mRNA level. Additionally, at the mRNA level these two targets
had the highest positive relationship with performance indicators,
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adding further weight to the importance of forming this essential
part of the eIF3 scaffold complex [58] on the outcome of cell
growth and productivity.
We used a number of statistical approaches (Figure 5) to
ask different questions of our data set and, in particular,
to determine if any of the target genes could be used in a screening
approach to identify high-producing cell lines. On day 8, mRNA
levels of a number of the factors strongly correlated with one
another as well as quantities of factors correlating with key cell
growth/productivity parameters, indicating that stationary phase
would be a good point at which to assay mRNA for the purpose
of predicting the phenotype of a cell line (e.g. high IVC and/or
productivity). The PLS model at this time point is predictive and
could be used to identify cell lines for development or those to
discard as likely to be poor growers or poor producers of the target
recombinant protein. It was not unexpected that protein amounts
did not strongly correlate with one another due to the known role
of a number of the factors outside of their stoichiometric
role in translation initiation [59]. Regression and PCA analysis
do however identify that the amount of intact eIF4G1 protein
is a strong indicator of both final product concentration and
estimated specific production rate on both days 4 and 8 of the
culture.
In summary, we have shown that factors involved in closed
loop formation of the translation initiation complex in mammalian
cells exist in a delicately controlled balance in industrial cell lines
with a high mAb yield. Our analyses suggest that determining
the relative amounts of a number of these factors could be
exploited as a screening tool to identify cell lines capable
of high IVC and productivity phenotypes. We suggest that
applying such a screen to identify new host cell lines with
the ability to maintain this complex or by using synthetic
biology cell engineering approaches to maintain the levels of
these proteins, could be applied to generate new host cell
lines with high IVC and recombinant protein productivity
attributes.
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